


CHIME at a glance
• Full CHIME is an interferometer with!

•  5 cylinders (20m x 100m)!

• 1280 dual-pol feeds total!

• Operates between 400—800 MHz!

• Measures the entire available sky in a 
day (~3/4 of the sky)!

• Pathfinder is a shorter 2-cylinder 
interferometer test-bed !

• 2 cylinders (20m x 40m)!

• 128 dual-pol feeds!

• Fielded!!

• First light!

Pathfinder

Full CHIME

First Light! (Cas A)



Pathfinder	  in	  opera.on	  with	  8	  feeds	  

Coming	  soon	  to	  arxiv:	  Bandura	  etal	  and	  Newburgh	  etal	  



Located	  in	  a	  legally	  protected	  radio	  quiet	  	  valley.	  



Feed	  Antenna:	  Four	  Leaf	  Clover	  Antenna Feeds

• Clover-petal dual-pol antenna!

• Wide bandwidth!

• Return loss better than 
-15dB for most of our band!

• Cross-talk better than -25 
for most of our band

2 Gain (s21) Patterns

Antenna gain (S21) was measured for 0-360 degrees in azimuth, with 3 degree
steps. The measurements are shown in Figures 3,4,5,6,7,8, 9, and 10. Cross
polarization patterns are normalized to their equivalent gain patterns and each
frequency is normalized separately.

Figure 3: E-Plane gain for connector on A/B line
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Duncan	  Campbell-‐Wilson	  and	  Meiling	  Deng	  



Simula.on	  of	  Currents	  in	  Clover	  Feed	  
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Telescope	  Noise	  
Budget	  at	  	  
600	  MHz:	  
	  	  LNA:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  35K	  
	  	  Feed	  Loss	  	  	  	  7K	  
	  	  Reflector	  	  	  	  	  5K	  	  
Total	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  47K	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

Low	  noise	  amplifiers	  designed	  and	  
tested	  by	  Greg	  Davis,	  Rick	  Smegal,	  (help	  
from	  K	  Bandura	  and	  JBP)	  

Noise	  Budget	  



Filter	  Amplifier	  



Pathfinder	  Correlator	  Digitization + Correlation
• Inputs are frequency-

FFTd (into 1024 
frequency bins between 
400-800MHz) with 
FPGA cards!

• Frequencies are shuffled 
around, and!

• A subset of frequencies 
is sent to a correlator 
which correlates 256 
(pathfinder) and XX 
(full CHIME)

Don’t we know this number?!
a) N2!

b) NlogN!
c) Somewhere in between
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Pathfinder:!
16 FPGA channelizer 

cards!
16 channels per card

Pathfinder:!
16 GPU hosts!

-‐400-‐800	  MHz	  band	  sampled	  at	  
800	  Ms/s	  in	  4k	  blocks.	  

-‐Xilinx	  FPGA	  executes	  polyphase	  
filter	  bank	  (PFB)	  +	  FFT	  

-‐10	  GbE	  to	  GPU	  array	  

-‐All	  N(N-‐1)/2	  cross	  products	  
accumulated.	  
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Complex	  Gain	  Rigidiza.on	  via	  
Broadband	  Random	  Signal	  Injec.on	  

Figure 4: The setup for the white spectrum signal injection on the CHIME pathfinder. Inside
the RF room, a switched broadband noise source generates the reference signal. A copy of this
signal is injected directly the correlator through a coaxial delay cable. Two additional coaxial
cables bring two copies of the reference signal to helix antennas located at the base of each
cylinder.

4.2 Broadband Calibration Injection Signal

We have implemented a broadband calibration injection signal (INCA) on the pathfinder. Us-
ing an injected source to measure relative receiver gains is a well-established practice in radio
astronomy. We inject the calibration signal optically to calibrate gains across the wide CHIME
bandwidth. A description of the INCA apparatus, the analysis technique, and preliminary
results from tests on the pathfinder are presented in this section.

4.2.1 The INCA Apparatus

A diagram of the setup for injecting the broad-band calibration signal is shown in Fig. 4. Inside
a screened room a switched noise source is installed. The output of this source is filtered to
impose the CHIME passband and then passed through a three-way splitter. Two of the three
splitter outputs are connected to coaxial cable which brings the calibration signals to the base of
the two dishes. They terminate in a helix antenna, which optically injects a circularly polarized
signal into the CHIME feeds. The third port of the splitter is connected directly to the CHIME
correlator through a delay cable. The delay cable is required to ensure that the injected signals
arrive to the correlator within the time sample required for the frequency channelization.

The attenuation of the reference channel is adjusted so the level of the reference signal at
the input of the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) minimizes the noise penalty due to quanti-
zation and ADC noise. The attenuation of the INCA signals is adjusted so the additional noise
contribution is ⇠50K, roughly doubling the CHIME system noise temperature. This ensures
that the combined signal level from the sky and INCA remains higher than our quantization



2nd/1st	  Eigenvalue	  ra.o	  
It can be shown that the error on the estimated gain is determined by the ratio between the

first and second largest eigenvalues for equation 12. We call this the dynamic range, and should
be < �20 dB to achieve 1% relative gain calibration precision. The dynamic range for the INCA
measurement is shown in Figure 5, and in these preliminary measurements is ⇠ �20 dB for most
of the CHIME band.

Figure 5: The ratio of the first and second eigenvalues in the eigenvalue decomposition of
�V (‘dynamic range’) obtained during the first tests of the white spectrum signal injection.
The dynamic range determines the accuracy with which we can recover the receiver gains and
is �20 – 25 dB in most of the CHIME band, corresponding to relative gain errors below 1%.
Bright yellow ⇠ 6MHz wide horizontal stripes, where the performance is poor, correspond to
TV channels in the CHIME band.

These measurements can also be used to assess the gain stability (both amplitude and phase)
over time. Fig. 6 shows the gain stability performance of a typical receiver for the frequency
centered at 644MHz from preliminary data. This data set is not long enough to accurately
assess the time scales on which we must calibrate the gain.

We will apply the gains obtained from INCA before further analysis, such as co-adding data
or averaging data from other visibilities at the same baseline distance.

4.3 Gain Calibration with Pulsars

We have observed pulsar transits with CHIME alone, which function as a switching noise source
much like INCA. The formalism and gain estimation techniques from Section 4.2 apply to pulsars
as well as the noise source, and can be used to extract relative gains between channels. Using a
series of fast-cadence pulsar data from CHIME over the course of three days, the complex gain
(amplitude and phase) stability were assessed. The resulting phase stability, relative to a single
channel, is shown in Figure 7. The stability is about XX???? radians, although is dominated

Achieving	  gain	  stabiliza.on	  to	  1%	  over	  most	  of	  the	  band…0.1%	  needed.	  



Use	  DRAO	  26-‐meter	  to	  make	  holographic	  surface	  
maps	  of	  CHIME	  and	  to	  calibrate	  using	  pulsars	  



Figure 3: Interference fringes between the tracking 26m telescope at DRAO and CHIME as
CasA transits through the CHIME beam, at ⌫=438MHz.

stable, bright pulsar. We then perform the VLBI between the 26m DRAO telescope and the
46m ARO telescope. The solution for obtaining the 26m calibration from the ARO telescope
is identical to the expressions above for the 26m xCHIME beam calibration. There are a few
additional complications since we cannot directly cross-correlate the two VLBI telescopes, and
we must include the e↵ect of the atmosphere, particularly Faraday rotation as the source photons
propagate through the earth’s ionosphere.

We began pulsar calibration measurements between the 26m and CHIME in May 2014.
Analysis of the signal-to-noise from the measurements and initial beam measurements from
pulsars is underway, but we began by measuring CasA as it transited through the CHIME
beam. The first fringes from this transit are shown in Figure 3 for frequency ⌫ = 438MHz.

4. GAIN DETERMINATION

The complex gain of each receiver depends on frequency and changes with time. Gain variations
are typically attributed to 1/f noise in the amplifiers and to thermal changes with time in the
environment. To mitigate systematic errors, we must determine and apply gain corrections
on time scales comparable to the sky switching time of ⇠10 s. In this section we describe
four techniques we plan to use for gain calibration on CHIME: 1) laboratory characterization,
2) broadband noise injection, 3) switched sky sources (pulsars), and 4) redundant baseline
modelling.

4.1 Thermal characterization

We have measured LNA gain of several CHIME amplifiers in a temperature-controlled chamber
to find their thermal susceptibility over the range �20K to +50K. The results for several of
these amplifiers are shown in Figure ??, and they indicate that the typical amplifier gain varies
by about �0.05% per Kelvin. The majority of the CHIME amplifiers will be equipped with
thermal sensors which will allow us to monitor temperatures on time scales faster than they will
typically vary. In addition, we will occasionally terminate selected receivers with temperature-
stabilized loads to (re)characterize the thermal susceptibility in the field. We can use these data
to correct for temperature dependent gain drifts in post-processing.

Fringes	  for	  Cas	  A	  between	  the	  	  26m	  (tracking)	  
And	  a	  single	  Chime	  Feed.	  

Figure 2: Left: The pulsar tracks through a simulated CHIME beam with 10 of the brightest
pulsars from the ATNF pulsar catalog. Right: The extrapolated CHIME beam from pulsar
measurements, assuming a smooth and symmetric profile. A prior for the true profile will be
informed from optics simulations.

Using equation 5 we simulate a holographic visibility time stream and reconstruct a CHIME
beam given a set of pulsar observations. This simulation was performed assuming a beam taken
from Shaw et al.12 and modeling the pulse-to-pulse flux variation as a log-normal distribution to
generate the 26m auto-correlation timestream and the cross-correlation. We use these simulated
time streams to find the Jones matrix via equation 8. We used the brightest sources from
the ATNF pulsar catalogue 15 which gave us a set of tracks through our beam at di↵erent
declinations. The tracks and resulting beam (assuming it is both smooth and symmetric) is
shown in Figure 2. Work is currently underway to fit these tracks with a set of basis functions
to parametrize the full beam shape. The choice of basis functions and the fit will require both
pulsar measurements and some guidance from optical modeling.

The above calculations assume a known Jones matrix for the 26m telescope. The 26m
telescope is equitorially mounted such that the telescope rotates with parallactic angle as it
tracks the source in the sky. Equitorial tracking makes calibrating the polarized response of
the 26m di�cult. This is because the least error-prone polarization calibration is derived from
tracking polarized sources as they rotate with parallactic angle, and fitting for instrumental
polarization as the term that is constant with parallactic angle rotation. To properly calibrate
the 26m, we will require a large telescope which is alt-azimuth mounted. We plan to use
the 46m dish at the Algonquin Radio Observatory (ARO) to perform a very long-baseline
interferometric (VLBI) measurement. We will first calibrate the alt-az 46m telescope with a

Pulsar	  paths	  across	  the	  	  single-‐feed	  beam	  pahern	  

Figure 6: Gain stability performance of a typical receiver (⌫ = 644 MHz). Note: This figure
should be improved if there is agreement on that this info should be shown.

Figure 7: Phase stability averaged across frequencies during a pulsar transit between three days
for feeds on a single cylinder. One channel has been chosen as the fiducial phase and has been
set to �⇡.

by noise from the changing response function as the pulsar transits through our beam. Thus we
are maximally sensitive near the center of the time stream where the signal is strongest.

4.4 Redundant Baselines

The large number of redundant baselines within CHIME may be exploited for calibration pur-
poses. For an array with N feeds there will be N2 measured visibilities. If the primary beams of
each feed are identical, the true-sky visibilities V s

ij will be common to all measurements with the
same baseline separation and can be written as a simplified version of equation 2: V m

ij = gig⇤jV
s
ij,

with the same baseline separation uij. This creates an overdetermined system that can be solved
simultaneously for the complex gain, gi and the true-sky visibilities, independent of any ancillary
data, up to an overall calibration scale factor and sky tilt.18–20

Several di↵erent algorithms have been developed to solve redundant baseline systems19–23

and the method has been tested on existing arrays.18,24 We have developed an e�cient, hybrid

Rela.ve	  phase	  of	  pulsar	  signal	  	  
among	  four	  feeds,	  
over	  three	  days	  



Real	  .me	  RFI	  subtrac.on	  	  



Pathfinder	  Sensi.vity	  to	  BAO	  Spa.al	  
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CHIME Forecasts 

WiggleZ : 1.2 (h-1 Gpc)3!

BOSS!

LRG: 5.3 (h-1 Gpc)3!

LyA: 37 (h-1 Gpc)3!

CHIME: 203 (h-1 Gpc)3

(scaled such that !
area of patch = volume of survey)

more volume = less sample variance

Spectrum with BAO!
Spectrum w/out BAO

angular 
resolution 

limited

volume limited

Simulations• Anticipated sensitivity for two 
years of data (projected to a 
single redshift z=1.5)

148 Mpc
74 Mpc 50 Mpc

DE 
dynamically 

important


